
SAMPLE TEST FOR THE GIFTED – TEST A 

(Time allowed: 120 minutes) 

Question 1 – 20. Choose the best answer.  

1. The first amusement park in our city was a _____ success for its 
owners. Everybody would go there to have a good time.  
A. cracking B. ringing        C. sparking      D. roaring  

2. 'Why haven't you sent the letter to Uncle Jerry?' 'Oh, I'm so sorry; 
I _____ forgot to do it yesterday.'  
A. clean B. barely       C. fair       D. only  

3. I'd opt for a glass of mineral water just to _____ my thirst.  
A. quit        B. quench        C. quiver        D. quieten  

4. The serum couldn't be _____ on the spot as the first aid kit 
lacked needles.  
A. served        B. catered        C. distributed   D. injected  

5. So many good solutions to the question have been submitted 
that the committee have had a hard time of deciding which 
one to _____.    
A. adapt        B. adorn        C. adept        D. adopt  

6. The pursuit of the escaped prisoner was futile. The criminal knew 
well how to _____ the police.  
A. elude        B. derail        C. retract        D. distort  

7. You needn't treat us to anything; we won't stay long for it's only 
a _____ visit.  
A. minute        B. flying        C. small        D. speedy  

8. My tooth isn't aching at the moment, but the unpleasant feeling 
of stiffness still _____ on in my mouth.  
A. remains        B. lingers        C. continues D. lasts  

9. Burt knows his chances against the better skilled opponents are 
slim, but he is too much of a competitor to give up making at 
least a _____ at it.  
A. stake        B. start       C. stab        D. stack  

10. Mrs. Jackson was on the point of going out of her apartment 
when she was _____ short by a phone call from her husband.  
A. caught        B. halted        C. brought       D. stopped  

11. I didn't really feel like memorizing all these definitions. It was 
only the risk of getting another bad mark that made me _____ 
myself.  
A. exert        B. absorb       C. endeavour D. deploy  

12. The boss is leaving for America for a month or two and the 
major question now is who is going to _____ for him.  
A. exchange        B. replace        D. deputize      D. perform  

13. Wait a minute, there is an answer from the Federal Bureau with 
_____ to your previous inquiry.  
A. consideration B. reflection        C. attention     D. regard  

14. Don't forget to leave your _____ address in case we have to 
send your mail to the new place.  
A. pursuing        B. forwarding    C. advancing D. following  

15. If the man fails to repair the faulty wiring, we could borrow a 
candle from the neighbours as a last _____.    
A. resort        B. rescue        C. resource      D. recourse  

16. She did smile at me several times, but I felt too _____ to ask for 
a date.  
A. prevented        B. hindered       C. inhibited      D. deterred  

17. We have been running _____ of fresh water, so be careful not 
to use it up completely before we get to another village.   
A. short        B. low        C. scarce        D. limit  

18. His chronic fits do _____ a problem to us as we have to be on 
the alert all the time and apply his medicine whenever he 
needs it.  
A. exhibit        B. stage        C. pose        D. bid 

19. This position may be very prestigious, but it’s also very 
responsible. Mind that you can _____ to any occasion to prove 
that you really deserve it.  
A. assume        B. rise        C. conform      D. endeavour 

20. The way he acted took us by surprise. All he did was at 
complete _____ with his former scenario.  
A. disagreement B. incompatibility 
C. discrepancy  D. variance 

Question 21 – 35. Choose the words that best complete the 
sentences in the text. 

 Very few of us would (21) _____ putting much trust in 
horoscopes and the fact that the movements of astronomical 
bodies (22) _____ to earthly occurrences affecting peoples' 
everyday lives.  

 We all know about the zodiac signs which reflect the position 
of the sun, the moon and the planets at the moment of a man's 
birth and about the peculiar characteristics (23) _____ to them by 
astrologers. We say we will take these phenomena with a (24) 
_____ of salt while we keep (25) _____ our eyes over them in every 
tabloid we (26) _____ our hands on. Most frequently, we expect 
horoscopes to (27) _____ the future, to (28) _____ our optimistic 
mood with a piece of comforting information or to (29) _____ our 
ego by confirming the superlative features that we tend to 
attribute to our zodiacs.  

 However, there's no scientific evidence to (30) _____ the 
assumption that human existence is so closely (31) _____ with the 
parametres of the celestial bodies. Our curiosity in horoscopes 
may, then, (32) _____ our sheer fascination with the unexplained 
or the unpredictable as well as in the enticing insight into the  
future  that  the  horoscopes  offer,  thus  establishing  the  sense  
of our (33) _____ an extreme power over our own lives. An 
additional explanation is that humans tend to have a soft (34) 
_____ for any form of flattery, which is the fact to which astrologers 
and the horoscope writers seem to (35) _____ the greatest deal of 
weight. 

21. A. ensure B. grant C. state D. admit 
22. A. rely B. correspond C. match D. compare 
23. A. identified B. associated C. incorporated D. ascribed 
24. A. speck B. pinch C. grain D. scrap 
25. A. running B. sending C. fixing D. putting 
26. A. settle B. draw C. grab D. lay 
27. A. notify B. predict C. acquaint D. convey 
28. A. restore B. adjust C. upgrade D. reassure 
29. A. boost B. escalate C. revitalize D. improve 
30. A. conclude B. concede C. corroborate D. confound 
31. A. fused B. adhered C. coalesced D. intertwined 
32. A. stem B. crop C. rear D. dawn 
33. A. disposing B. wielding C. effecting D. committing 
34. A. pit B. dot C. spot D. nick 
35. A. instill B. consign C. fasten D. attach 

Question 36 – 50. Put the words in the correct form. 

36. Amanda's father works as a general _____ (PRACTICE) in the 
Hamsworth hospital.  

37. _____ (PREVENT) measures should be taken to provide 
maximum security to the heads of state arriving for the summit 
meeting on Sunday.  

38. The deficiency of vitamins during the pregnancy period may 
lead to serious _____ (FORM) of the infant's body.  

39. He says he had no intention of hurting me, but I'm sure he hit 
me _____ (PURPOSE). 



40. Stop _____ (FANTASY) about being rich and get down to some 
serious work.  

41. The specialists have been busy working out the new 
technologies of water _____ (PURE) which will be more efficient 
and less time consuming.  

42. Dozens of automobiles have been _____ (MOBILE) en route to 
Salisbury because of the heavy snowstorm.  

43. Many years had gone by until the Africans captured by the 
English colonizers managed to break free from _____ (SERVE) to 
their masters.  

44. The strict principles of free market have brought about a 
complete _____ (COMMERCE) of life even in the most 
conservative societies.  

45. I understand you don't like Aunt Pamela, but you shouldn't be 
so _____ (DIFFER) to her polite questions.  

46. Irregular meals can surely lead to chronic _____ (DIGEST) or 
even stomach ulcers.  

47. There has been a long-standing _____ (RIVAL) between Mr. 
Gore and his brother-in-law about superiority in the family 
business.  

48. The spokesman’s answers were more than _____ (EVADE). He 
didn't even explain the cause of the dissolution of the 
government.  

49. The officers preferred to keep the infuriated man in _____ 
(DETAIN) until he calmed down.  

50. Aren't you going to attend the conference? What if some 
_____ (MOMENT) decisions are taken without your contribution? 

Question 51 –65. Insert the correct prepositions. 

51. It is characteristic _____ this region that the weather can 
change _____ minutes.  

52. Martin has been _____ great demand ever since he appeared 
to be so skilled a guitar player. Every band in town wants to 
have him at their concerts.  

53. She didn't do anything wrong, but _____ the same token she 
did nothing good.  

54. 'Why didn't you answer the phone?' 'Probably, I wasn't _____ 
call when it rang. I must have been outside the house.'  

55. What she says may sound a little irrational, still most of us agree 
with her _____ a large extent.  

56. Never before have I felt _____ such great ease as during my 
holidays in the exotic surroundings.  

57. 'Have you seen Alex today?'   'Yes I have. He's been _____ the 
lookout for his missing dog in the park.'  

58. I infer _____ his response that he isn't too willing to give us his 
helping hand.  

59. Would you mind turning the radio down a little? I'm feeling 
weary _____ the noise it's making.  

60. Last time when I bought a TV aerial I couldn't figure _____ how 
to assemble the set.  

61. Despite a firm ban on smoking in the office, several people 
found it hard to abstain _____ lighting a cigarette.  

62. The contract wasn't very big, but _____ least we were paid 
_____ cash.  

63. Hadn't Raymond come _____ the influence of such a bad 
company, he would never have got involved _____ wrongdoing. 

64. She shouldn't be taken out to the park in summer as she is 
allergic _____ the tree pollen.  

65. Peter's expertise in electronics is admirable. He's got all the 
information required _____ his fingertips. 

Question 66 – 80. Rewrite the sentences using the given forms so 
that they retain their original meaning. 

66. I tried really hard but I failed to solve the puzzle.  
Try as _______________________________________________________. 

67. I didn't understand much of what the man said to me. 
(SCARCELY)  
____________________________________________________________. 

68. All the inhabitants of the island know this place very well. 
(FAMILIAR)  
This place ___________________________________________________.   

69. The minister claims that another rise in food prices is possible.   
_______________________________________________________cards. 

70. Her role in the plot was of secondary importance.  
(SECOND FIDDLE)  
____________________________________________________________. 

71. It's not our concern what they do after lessons.  
It is of ______________________________________________________. 

72. You may have serious problems if you don't have any health 
insurance. (BOUND)  
____________________________________________________________. 

73. There was poor attendance at the concert.    
___________________________________________________ attended. 

74. The farmers are in a desperate need of financial backing.   
_______________________________________________________badly. 

75. I suddenly realized I had strayed from the main route. 
(DAWNED)  
It ___________________________________________________________.   

76. You cannot deny the old town square is imposing.  
There's no ___________________________________________________.   

77. To tell you the truth, I bought these shoes on the cheap.  
_______________________________________________________ song. 

78. We were all shocked by the rude response that the boy gave 
to his loving mother. (ABACK)  
_____________________________________________________________. 

79. The flight attendant asked me to put down the cigarette. 
(REFRAIN)  
The flight attendant __________________________________________.   

80. I just touched the handle and the burglar alarm went off.  
Hardly ______________________________________________________.   

THE END OF THE TEST 
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